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Rick Tamlyn inspires people to be their 
best. He is a sought-after thought leader 
and works internationally as an 
experiential keynote speaker and 
trainer. Using his own unique brand of 
wisdom, wit and humor, Rick’s keynotes 
and workshops are interactive, dynamic 
and entertaining.

Rick is the author of Play Your Bigger 
Game: 9 Minutes to Learn, a Lifetime to 
Live (Hay House – Oct. 2013).

Rick Tamlyn

What people are saying about Rick Tamlyn:
“I have been deeply touched by the work of Rick Tamlyn. He is 
absolute magic. His message is breathing new life into people 
and organizations all around the world.”

— Lynne Twist, author of The Soul of Money, 
and Co-Founder of The Pachamama Alliance

“The Bigger Game is an elegant and e�ective way to take 
ideas, dreams, and intangible goals and make them come 
alive and �ourish with purpose. Rick Tamlyn is on to 
something extraordinary.”

— Sean Magennis, Chief Operating O�cer, YPO-WPO

“Rick brings authentic charm, �erce courage and an ethereal 
presence that asks players to face the longing, challenges and 
rich possibilities that await!”

— Carlo Bos, Founder, Bos & Company

“Rick was amazing during our �ve-day Bigger Game 
adventure. His incredible stamina and energy is awe-inspiring. 
To see him strut his stu� in front of hundreds of people in 
each audience, inspiring and captivating them, demonstrates 
his mastery of the subject and public speaking skills at the 
highest level. His beliefs, his actions and his words epitomize 
what the Bigger Game philosophy is all about — to be in 
service of something grander than the self.”

— Roy Chan, ASEAN Workforce Partner, IBM Corporation

“Rick was the hit of our conference! His presentation was a 
powerful combination of self-deprecating humor, wisdom, 
and a message that truly called people forth to consider their 
Bigger Game. Rick’s morning session got rave reviews, which 
caused his afternoon session to be packed! It was not only 
standing room only, every inch of the �oor was packed, 
including people sitting on the �oor right up to the stage — 
I was one of the people on the �oor!”

— Mary Stultz, System Human Resources,
 Fairview Leadership Development Center

THOUGHT LEADER • EXPERIENTIAL KEYNOTE SPEAKER • AUTHOR

Experiential keynotes 
and trainings include:

>  The Bigger Game
>  Life’s All Made Up
> The Michelangelo 

Leader
>  Coach as Leader


